Mapping the intersubunit region of influenza virus hemagglutinin: comparative CD and FTIR spectroscopic studies on multiple antigenic peptides.
An A/PR/8/34 (IHN1) influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA)-specific monoclonal antibody (Z38) was found to react with the solid phase adsorbed influenza virus expressing uncleaved (HA0) molecules but not to bind to virus particles bearing enzymatically cleaved hemagglutinin. Synthetic peptides corresponding to the uncleaved HA0 317-341 intersubunit region of subtypes H1-H3 (IP1-IP3) or comprising either the C-terminal 317-329 amino acids of HA1 (CP1) or the N-terminal 330-341 of HA2 (fusion peptide, FP) subunits of cleaved HA were used to characterize the fine specificity of Z38 mAb. Circular dichroism and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy showed that, compared to IP2 and IP3 comprising the H2 and H3 subtype fragments of the intact intersubunit region, IP1 has relatively low helicity but a tendency to adopt beta-turns in trifluoroethanol. The immunological and conformational properties of multiple antigenic peptides (MAPs) containing four copies of CP1 were also studied. Based on the appearance of an infrared component band at 1637 cm-1 (beta-turn band), the CP1 arms of MAPs also contain repeats of beta-turns. However, it is only the MAP1-FP construct comprising also the fusion peptide, which binds Z38 mAb as strongly as IP1 does. This puts emphasis on the role of the fusion region in modifying conformation and consequently the ability of peptides to elicit an antibody response. The results obtained for peptide conformation also suggests a beta-turn(s)/beta-sheet/beta-turn/beta-sheet conformational motif in the recognition by the hemagglutinin subtype-specific Z38 monoclonal antibody or by peptide-induced polyclonal antibodies.